Dual License Request
Description
We have a received a request on geotools-devel to relicense a subset of the codebase under the apache license to
facilitate collaboration with the apache sis-dev community.
The code contribution agreement, cited below, clearly allows contributors to continue to reuse and repurpose their
own work. As such this proposal is strictly focused on establishing a working relationship with the Apache foundation
to facilitate making a subset of the codebase available under a dual license.
The GeoTools project makes use of several apache projects, and is familiar with the requested Apache License.

Proposal
To meet the above request:
Letter of understanding between the OSGeo board and the Apache Foundation on the acceptance of the
above project into incubation
Cover the relicense of select contributions under Apache License 2.0
The request is for a case-by-case selection of files - as such our existing procedure for migrating code
between projects will suffice
Email sent to geotools-devel notifying of the requested file, followed by approval from any PMC
member
Ensure headers carefully track and credit contributors
To save time short list contributors who are confident their work can be relicensed outside stewardship of the
GeoTools PMC. Apache Foundation may have some input on how word this.
Martin Desruisseaux
Geomatys
IRD institute
Jody Garnett (for personal contributions)

This proposal is a good balance between helping the
apache incubation process proceed; while respecting those
who contributed to the GeoTools project with the
understanding their work was placed under community
control.
Discussion
Discussion on this topic has taken place on several geotools email lists:
GeoTools:
http://osgeo-org.1560.n6.nabble.com/Asking-permission-to-re-license-portions-of-GeoTools-2-6-2008-from-L
GPL-to-Apache-td4989795.html initial request
http://osgeo-org.1560.n6.nabble.com/Asking-permission-to-re-license-portions-of-GeoTools-2-6-2008-f
rom-LGPL-to-Apache-tp4989795.html request withdrawn
http://sourceforge.net/mailarchive/forum.php?forum_name=geotools-administration&max_rows=25&style=ne
sted&viewmonth=201207

OSGeo board:
http://lists.osgeo.org/pipermail/board/2012-July/thread.html#9853 OSGeo Board
And the next board meeting:
http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Board_Meeting_2012-08-09
OSGeo discuss:
http://lists.osgeo.org/pipermail/discuss/2012-July/thread.html#10657 OSGeo Discuss
http://lists.osgeo.org/pipermail/discuss/2012-July/010683.html excellent summary
incubator-sis:
http://mail-archives.apache.org/mod_mbox/incubator-sis-dev/201207.mbox/%3c5005813A.70304@geomatys
.fr%3e
http://mail-archives.apache.org/mod_mbox/incubator-sis-dev/201207.mbox/%3c500FC60D.4080602
@geomatys.fr%3e summary
http://mail-archives.apache.org/mod_mbox/incubator-sis-dev/201208.mbox/%3c85D9B49113C8482782BAF
B4E23628E84@gmail.com%3e initial contact
Related discussion about migrating code between projects and carefully across license changes:
http://osgeo-org.1560.n6.nabble.com/Moving-code-from-GeoServer-to-GeoTools-td4974283.html
http://osgeo-org.1560.n6.nabble.com/PSC-Motion-allow-porting-portions-of-GetLegendGraphics-back-to-Geo
Tools-td4974361.html
Example files:
Envelopes.java
Spheroid.java Parameters.java
Alternatives shortlisted in email discussion:
Dual-License (ie this proposal). The OSGeo Foundation has a mandate to promote the development of
spatial software, under any OSI approved license. The GeoTools PMC entrusted with stwerdship of the
codebase including the ability to approve a dual license. As such a dual license approach is feasible under
foundation by-laws, and is within the mandate of the PMC.
This proposal offers guidance on how quickly isolate candidate code (using a whitelist of contributors) and
how to dual license remaining code of interest (via email request).
Relicense GeoTools. While this is an option, and would facilitate the above request, we would prefer to
consider any relicense with due care.
Case-by-case. Minimal license change approach, asking apache to review files on a case-by-case basis and
contact us relicense the final set. The GeoTools PMC could provide an initial letter of understanding to the
OSGeo board, and when the final list is obtained it can form the heart of a new change proposal transferring
the code.
Questions:
Q: Does Apache Foundation incubation ask for copyright assignment?
A: The apache incubation policy does not appear to cover copyright assignment. Prefer OSGeo Foundation
maintains copyright, and any derived work continues to list prior copyrights.
Q: Does GeoTools plan to change license?
A: It is one of the options mentioned above, and thus we assume cause for confusion. This request is not
sufficient motivation to change license.

Q: Does GeoTools plan to join LocationTech?
A: There has been no contact between the organisations. The above email threads touch on GeoTK and
GeoAPI considering joining LocationTech.
The uDig project has a long standing goal of outreach to the Eclipse community, and has arranged a specific
exception for JTS and GeoTools LGPL dependencies.
Q: I thought the GeoTools PMC rejected this change?
A: The proposal is currently under review, an prior email thread has been taken out of context
Q: Can the board Dual License the codebase?
A: Section V of the code contribution indicates that the code base can be made available under another open
source license, with the choice of license made in consultation with the group governing the project. The
license chosen has to line up with the organisation by-laws, which place the responsibility for the codebase
with the project steering committee.
Q: Can Martin, as a contributor, relicense his submissions?
A: The quick answer is that he can do almost anything except relicense the work, as changing the license is
listed as a board responsibility.

Status
This proposal is in up for review:
Andrea Aime:
Ben Caradoc-Davies: +1
Christian Mueller:
Ian Turton:
Justin Deoliveira:
Jody Garnett: +1
Simone Giannecchini:
Contributor support:
Martin Desruisseaux
add your name here

Tasks
1. Determine what assurances the Apache Foundation needs in order to proceed
Compose a letter of understanding, allowing the apache foundation to relicense a subset of the
codebase
Assemble a whitelist of contributors who's work can be dual-licensed without further consultation
2. For code falling outside of the above whitelist our existing framework to relicense code should be sufficient.
An email sent to geotools-devel notifying of the requested file, followed by approval from any PMC
member

API Changes
Apache 2.0 License
BEFORE:

/*
*
GeoTools - The Open Source Java GIS
Toolkit
*
http://geotools.org
*
*
(C) 2001-2008, Open Source Geospatial
Foundation (OSGeo)
*
*
This library is free software; you can
redistribute it and/or
*
modify it under the terms of the GNU
Lesser General Public
*
License as published by the Free
Software Foundation;
*
version 2.1 of the License.
*
*
This library is distributed in the
hope that it will be useful,
*
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even
the implied warranty of
*
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU
*
Lesser General Public License for more
details.
*
*
This package contains documentation
from OpenGIS specifications.
*
OpenGIS consortium's work is fully
acknowledged here.
*/

AFTER (using wording of current apache license):

/*
* (C) 2013-2015, Apache Foundation
* (C) 2001-2012, Open Source Geospatial
Foundation (OSGeo)
*
* Licensed under the Apache License,
Version 2.0 (the "License");
* you may not use this file except in
compliance with the License.
* You may obtain a copy of the License at
*
*
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
*
* Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, software
* distributed under the License is
distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied.
* See the License for the specific language
governing permissions and
* limitations under the License.
*
* This package contains documentation from
OpenGIS specifications.
* OpenGIS consortium's work is fully
acknowledged here.
*/

Code Contribution Reference Material
This initial request is within the limits of the GeoTools code contribution agreement: GeotoolsAssignmentToOSGeo.
pdf as detailed in the following sections:
Section II Assignment of Copyright
II. Assignment of Copyright
The Contributor hereby assigns and transfers to the Foundation, to the extent permissible by law, all of
Contributor’s right, title, and interest, under copyright law, worldwide and in perpetuity for all material
included in any Submission, including without limitation the right to register copyrights for the Submission
in the name of the Foundation and to enforce against third parties any copyright interest in the
Submission. To the extent that the Contributor is deemed unable to transfer any of these rights in the
Submission to the Foundation, the author hereby grants to the Foundation a non-exclusive, perpetual,
irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free, license to use, copy, prepare derivative works of, publicly display or
perform, distribute or license under any terms for any purpose the material.
Section V. Obligations of the Foundation
V. Obligations of the Foundation
The Foundation hereby grants the Contributor the non-exclusive, perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide,
royalty-free, license to use, copy, prepare derivative works of, publicly display or perform, and distributeth
e Submission.
In the event the Foundation makes the Submission available to third parties, it shall do so only in
accordance with the requirements of the by-laws of the Foundation, currently hosted at http://www.osgeo.
org/content/foundation/incorporation/bylaws.html. In particular, the portions of the Submission integrated
to the core library will be licensed to the third party under a license approved as an open source license
by the Open Source Initiative, or any substantially similar license that meets the Open Source Definition
or Free Software Definition. The specific license used will be chosen in suitable consultation with the
group governing the Project. The portions of the Submission integrated to the Geotools documentation,
web site, or other ancillary portions of the Geotools project may be licensed to the third party under any
license with suitable terms for such material, including without limitation the GNU Free Documentation
License or the Berkeley Software Distribution license. The portions of the Submission integrated into the
code tutorials may be licensed to the third party under terms with fewer restrictions including without
limitation placing the tutorial code into the public domain.
The Contributor understands that the decision to include the Submission in the Project is entirely that of
the Foundation, and the Foundation will not be obligated to make the Submission available as part of the
Project. The Foundation acknowledges that, except as explicitly described in this Agreement, the
Submission is provided on an “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON- INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
The relative section of the above bylaws of the foundation mentioned above is:

ARTICLE VI Project Steering Committees
Section 6.1. Establishment. The Board of Directors may, by resolution carried with the necessary vote,
establish one or more Project Steering Committees consisting of at least one officer or one director of the
corporation, who shall be designated the chairperson of such committee, and may include one or more
other individuals who may be members of the corporation or other persons who shall be selected by the
Board of Directors or the chairperson of the committee based on their individual merit and contributions
to the relevant project. Unless elected or appointed as an officer or admitted as a member in accordance
with these Bylaws, a member of a Project Steering Committee shall not be deemed an officer or a
member of the corporation. The Board of Directors of the corporation may, by resolution carried with the
necessary vote, terminate a Project Management Committee at any time. A Project Steering Committee
shall not be considered a committee of the Board of Directors. A Project Steering Committee may not
have and may not exercise any of the power and authority of the Board of Directors.
Section 6.2. Responsibilities. Each Project Steering Committee shall be responsible for the active
management of one or more projects identified by resolution of the Board of Directors which may include,
without limitation, the creation or maintenance of open-source software projects. Subject to the direction
of the Board of Directors, the chairman of each Project Steering Committee shall be primarily responsible
for project(s) managed by such committee, and he or she shall establish rules and procedures for the
day to day management of project(s) for which the committee is responsible. In discharging its
responsibilities, a Project Steering Committee shall adhere to the policies, procedures and standards
approved by the Board of Directors.
Section 6.3. Election and Term. The members of each existing Project Steering Committee shall be
appointed by the Board of Directors or appointed by the chairperson of the Project Steering Committee
as authorized by the Board of Directors. Each member of a Project Steering Committee shall serve on
such committee until his or her successor is elected and qualified or until his or her earlier resignation or
removal.
Section VII. Assignment of Agreement
VII. Assignment of Agreement
In the event the Foundation assigns to a third party any of the rights in or to the Submissions that were
assigned to the Foundation by Contributor hereunder, Foundation shall also assign the obligations of this
Agreement with respect to such Submissions.

Request
Initial Request:

Hello all
I'm Martin Desruisseaux, a former GeoTools 2 contributor and now a developer of the Geotoolkit.org
project (http://www.geotoolkit.org).
In our search for a community, we had a recent discussion with members of the Apache Spatial
Information System project (http://incubator.apache.org/sis/), which is in incubation. A small email
exchange gave me the feeling that our design goals could be in phase. We would like to offer them the
Geotoolkit.org code. In order to make that possible, we need OSGeo permission to re-license
Geotoolkit.org from its current LGPL 2.1 license to the more permissive Apache license. The proposal is
not to transfer the totality of Geotoolkit.org to Apache SIS, but to allow them to review the code and
pick-up whatever they wish on a case-by-case basis. The transition to Apache SIS would probably be
slow and very progressive.
Geotoolkit.org is a fork of GeoTools 2.6 followed by 4 years of developments. The project contains two
parts: "core" and "pending". Our proposal is to begin with the "core" part, which include material derived
from the following GeoTools 2.6 modules:
* utilities
* metadata
* referencing
* core of coverage (excluding I/O)
* many (but not all) Swing widgets
In 2008 those modules were written (according SVN history) at 95% by myself, Geomatys or IRD
institute. The remaining 5% were written by other GeoTools contributors. To my knowledge, everyone
signed the copyright assignment on http://download.osgeo.org/osgeo/legal/ which grants copyright to
OSGeo. However because the GeoTools community may have vested interest in this re-licensing
decision, I wish to ask on this mailing list.
I would like to emphases that this is not a demand for relicensing current GeoTools, but only relicensing
of the GeoTools 2.6 code from which "Geotidy" (the Geotoolkit.org precursor) is derived, which is 4 years
old. If the community accepts to grant us the permission to relicense 100% of Geotoolkit.org "core", that
would be truly appreciated. But in case of bjection, we are willing to rewrite the 5% of "core" code which
was not written by myself, Geomatys or IRD.
It the community accepts re-licensing, this would allows Apache SIS to gain services they are currently
missing, allows Geotoolkit.org code base to gain a community, and possibly allows the GeoTools project
to gain a metadata and referencing library maintained by a trusted foundation, which could complete or
replace the current referencing module as GeoTools wish. The Geotk referencing module got 4 years of
extensive development since our departure, and has capabilities which are - to my knowledge - unique in
the open source world.
Regards,
Martin Desruisseaux
Request withdrawn:

Hello all
Two weeks ago, we posted a request to the GeoTools PMC asking permission to re-license portions of
GeoTools 2.6. However since that time, we reformulated our demand as a request to the OSGeo board
to state whatever the Contributor's rights, which is granted "perpetual, irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free,
license to use, copy, prepare derivative works of, publicly display or perform, and distribute the
Submission", include the right to re-license his own code. Adrian Custer, who wrote the Copyright
Assignment together with a Lawyer, confirmed us very clearly that the intend was to give unrestricted
rights to the contributor over his own code, including re-licensing, providing that all other contributions are
removed. This is also the right of those who signed the Contributor Agreement instead than the Copyright
Assignment.
The OSGeo board is expected to take a decision in their meeting scheduled August 9. If the OSGeo vote
is positive, then we would like to withdrawn our request to the GeoTools PMC. We decided to re-license
only the code that we wrote, with all other contributions omitted or rolled back. Of course the procedure
can continue if the GeoTools community still wants to examine the question, but it could be driven as a
procedure independent of our current request.
Regards,
Martin

